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The copy mode is designed to copy and repeat stages or laps in a track. It’s
based in driving the stage or the lap and after we can copy the same pace as
many times as we want.
If we don’t have the sensor or GPS connected, we won’t be allowed to use the
copy mode. We will be able to activate it but it won’t be shown in the main
screen.
We can have as many stages as we want in copy mode, it activates by entering
the stage in edit mode and activating the top right switch.
STAGE EDITING
To activate the copy mode, the averages information is blocked and a
window shows us that we have copy mode active for this stage. Here we
can also define to repeat a different stage that is already copied. For
example, if we have a rally where we have to repeat one stage three
times in different moments, we can copy one and reference the others
later.
Before activating copy mode we can define one or multiple averages to
follow during the copy (optional).
MAIN SCREEN
When we select a COPY MODE stage in the main screen we will clearly
see this as the main screen changes (remember to have GPS or
SENSOR active).
If we already copied the stage, we are shown that we are in REPEAT
mode and also a COPY RESET button appears to let us delete the
already copied information. When in REPEAT mode, when we press
start/autostart we will start being guided to follow the copy in memory.
The first time we can start copying once we press START or
AUTOSTART. The stage can be as long as we need.
Display will advise us that we are copying and a green button will appear
to finish copy and start repeating immediately (track) or we can press
stop and repeat later when we want.
This stage is stored safely and we can re use it again at any time. We
can stop or re start the device, we won’t loose the copy.

